Location of Conference - Survival Flight Howell Base
Livingston County Emergency Services
1911 Tooley Road, Howell, MI 48843

Accommodations if Needed
Holiday Inn Express & Suites Howell – Code: U of M Survival Flight
1397 North Burkhart Rd, Howell, MI 48855 (517) 548-0100
Baymont Inn and Suites Howell - Code: U of M Survival Flight
4120 Lambert Drive, Howell, MI 48855 (517) 546- 0712

Program Purpose
This program will provide the latest evidence based strategies and treatment modalities for pediatric and adult patients who have traumatic injuries or complex medical diagnoses and disease process. Sessions will include case studies on medical diagnoses and trauma care, human trafficking and opioid crisis in pain management.

Objectives
Participants will review the latest treatment modalities for several patient populations with traumatic or complex medical diagnoses, including pediatric and adult patients.

Continuing Education Credits
*University of MI Health System Professional Development & Education is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the Ohio Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation. (OBN-001-91) (OH-423, 3/1/2019) .

The potential for up to 12 nursing contact hours will be provided.
EMS credits have been applied for. All participants are required to attend the entire day, or days and complete an evaluation.
Conference Schedule

Pediatric Focus Day
Thursday, March 15th, 2018

0800 Registration & Breakfast / Welcome and Introductions
0830-0900 Ultrasound Use: Practical applications for all providers Part 1 – Jeff Thomas RN
1000-1015 Break
1100-1130 Pediatric Hematological Emergencies Part 1 Speaker TBD
1130-1145 Break
1145-1200 Pediatric Cardiology Defect Part 2 Survival Flight RN
1200-1230 Pediatric Hematological Emergencies Part 2 Speaker TBD
1230-1300 Lunch
1300-1315 Ultrasound Part 3 - Jeff Thomas RN
1315-1415 Forensic Pathology: Weird and Confounding Cases - Dr. Werner Spitz
1415-1430 Break
1430-1445 Ultrasound Part 4 - Jeff Thomas RN
1445-15 Survival Flight Case Studies – Dr. Mark J Lowell
Adjournment, Credits, and Evaluations

Conference Schedule

Adult Focus Day
Friday, March 16th, 2018

0800 Registration & Breakfast / Welcome and Introductions
0830-0900 Ultrasound Use: Practical applications for all providers Part 1 – Jeff Thomas RN
0900-1000 Human Trafficking- Bridgette Carr, JD
1000-1015 Break
1015-1115 E-CPR: ECMO in the ED is Possible – Dr. Ben Bassin
1115-1215 Legal: Easy ways to lose your license - Chris Wagner RN
1215-1300 Lunch
1300-1315 Ultrasound Part 3 - Jeff Thomas RN
1315-1415 Forensic Pathology: Weird and Confounding Cases - Dr. Werner Spitz
1415-1430 Break
1430-1445 Ultrasound Part 4 - Jeff Thomas RN
1445-15 Survival Flight Case Studies – Dr. Mark J Lowell
Adjournment, Credits, and Evaluations

Planning Committee
J ohn Bullen, BSN, RN, EMT-P, I/C, CFRN, CCN, CMTE
Elaine Philipson, MSN, RN, ACNP-BC, EMT-P, CFRN, CCN, CMTE
Wendy Wieneke, RN, RRT, NREMT-P, CEN, CCN, CFRN
Denise Landis, MSA, BSN RN EMT-P,CMTE, CMNN, Clinical Nursing Director
Susan Maycock, DNP, RN, CNS-BC, Educational Nurse Specialist – Professional Development & Education
Donna Robinson, MSA, BSN, RN, EMT-P, CMTE, CNML, Clinical Nursing Supervisor

University of Michigan Faculty
Benjamin Bassin, MD
Associate Medical Director Survival Flight, Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine

Christina Brent, MD
Assistant Director Survival Flight, Instructor of Emergency Medicine

Jeffrey Thomas, BS, RN, EMT-P, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Bridgette Carr, JD Professor, Director of University of Michigan Law School Human Trafficking Clinic.

Mark J. Lowell, MD
Medical Director, Survival Flight, Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine

Mary Tison, RN, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Christopher Wagner, BSN, RN, EMT-P, CEN

Trauma Program Manager

Trauma Burn Department

Paul Maurek, MEd BSN, RN, NREMT-P I/C, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Wendy Wieneke, RN, RRT, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Ross Zed, RN, BSN, EMT-P Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Guest Speakers

Gail Annich, MD, MSPH , Department of Critical Care Medicine, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Werner Spitz, M.D., Consultant in Forensic Pathology and Toxicology, Former Chief Medical Examiner of Wayne and Macomb Counties, Ml, Professor of Pathology, Wayne State University School of Medicine. Adjunct Professor of Toxicology at University of Windsor, Canada

Registration Information
Brochure is available online www.survivalflight.com
Cancellations received after March 2nd, 2018 will be charged a $20.00 fee. There will be NO refunds after March 9th, 2018, Substitutions are welcome.

Registration Fees:
Thursday session $120.00
Friday session $120.00

Registration online through Eventbrite; for info/link please visit www.survivalflight.com (conference link)

*Confirmation by Eventbrite ONLY Questions? e-mail survivalflight@umich.edu
Or call (734)- 936–6045

Johnnie Peoples, BSN, RN, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight
Gina Russell, BSN, RN, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight
Mary Tison, RN, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight
Christopher Wagner, BSN, RN, EMT-P, CEN

Trauma Program Manager

Trauma Burn Department

Wendy Wieneke, RN, RRT, NREMT-P, CCN, CFRN, CMTE, Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight

Ross Zed, RN, BSN, EMT-P Flight Nurse/Paramedic, Survival Flight